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ell, we lost a member of our family just before Christmas. A member who'd been loyal, trusting and a
worthy companion over the past nine
years! No, the cat didn't pass away,
but we did part company with one of
the editorial'^^^^! YOU may recall that
in the September/October issue of the
Driver1 announced that it would "8"for
sale on November 1st. That is when I
would be back from my travels and
would have time to get it ready for its
new owner. However, fate overtook
events, and in the deep south, we
found a buyer without even looking!
You know, it's always been hard
for me to part with any of the MGs I've
owned-especially an MGB! The person buying it must feel right to me,
and there have been previous occasions when waiting for the right buyer
has gotten m e into trouble with the
bank manager, with him asking sternly if I could revert to the normal way of
doing business-whereby
I would
deposit money with the bank and not
vice-versa!
But the new buyer, even though
he'd never had an MGB before, did feel
right and came recommended by our
Technical Expert, Bob Mason, who
promised to "put him through the MGB
ropes" if he did acquire the car. Thus it
was that a t Halloween we met Stuart at

W

LAX , for he
had flown out
to California
and
was
going to drive
the 'B home,
,some 2000
miles
to
Alabama!
It
was
with a mounting degree of wistfulness (maybe sadness?) that I watched a s Stuart turned
the corner of our street and drove off
to the East. My, but that Inca Yellow
car held some memories ... four trips
coast-to-coast across the States, getting stuck in a fierce snowstorm up on
Big Horn Mountain in Idaho, visiting
places such a s Mount Rushmore,
Devil's Tower in Wyoming, Monument
Valley, Washington, DC, the MG
Museum up in Vermont, and the beautiful Seattle vistas. It even won a show
prize or two! This was the car that
replaced a '0 we had stolen down in
Texas several years ago and although
at the time it was bought in a hurry to
get to John Twist's party, it proved to
be a sound investment and we had
many happy hours just driving it!
Stuart made it home in three days
(not without incident I hasten to add!)
J

(please turn to page 50)
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ue and I hope that all of you had
S
good holiday season and you will
have a happy new year! The driving
a

season is over without a doubt. We
have had several inches of snow and
wind chill is in the 20'-30°F below
area. It does make it difficult to get out
and work on the MGs, s o we just gather around the T V and watch videos of
last summer's events. This is also a
good time to sit down with a cup of hot
anything and review the catalogs for
purchases to be made.
By the time you read this, there
will be over 600 cars registered for
"MG '96" at Indy. The host headquarters, Holiday Inn, was filled quite early.
If you need a list of other hotels in the
area, drop m e a line and I can send
you the extended listing. Many of us
have been to lndy before, the MGA
Club has had their National there
twice, and we are looking forward to
the many events planned for '96.
Remember to volunteer, if you can, to
assist with one or more of the many
events. You will get to meet some very
nice peopIe that way.
A belated thanks to the British
Motoring Club of New Orleans for their
hospitality during the AGM.. We're still

picking beads
out of our hair
from
the
Ha l l o w e e n
parade. For
those of you
who
would
like minutes
from
the
AGM, send
m e a SASE
and I will forward them to you. Thanks
to all of you who have written notes on
your renewal notices, come up and
say hello at the next show!
Several persons have expressed
concern over who and where to write
about questions and other things w;+hin the Register. If you look on the
inside cover of the Driver, you will find
addresses for the Officers, Advisors,
lllC
Coordinators, and Registrars of *L
Register. If you keep this in mind when
sending in correspondence, it will tielp
to eliminate delays. Thanks to
Marcham and Jill for their work on the
best MG publication, the MGB Dril:ler.
Remember-if you drive it, you'll h ave
fun!
'Il.L,-
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elcome to 1996! What surprises
will it bring for the MG enthusiast?
Will BMWIRover Group be convinced to
bring a new model of MG for sale here
in North America ...a market champing
at the bit to purchase a refined MG? ...a
market that has always been strong in
MG sales. I hope it's not too late for you
to let the Rover Group know of your
desire to have the opportunity to purchase at) MG, instead of a Miata.
Remember those hundreds and thousands of MGBs and Midgets that were
sold here in the '60s and ' 7 0 ~ 2Those
numbers are possible again ...with proper marketing of the right car! Make the
time today to write to John Towers a t
Rover Cars, P.O. Box 395, Birmingham
8 3 1 2TB, England!
Speaking of Miata, I found it interesting to read (from a borrowed copy
of the National Miata Club's publication!) that after "six years on the market, the Miata's position on top of the
affordable sports c a r mountain is
being challenged in the marketplace."
The article is of course about the introduction of the MGF into the British
market. The writer of the article has
obviously been misinformed (or hasn't
done his homework!) by stating that
the MGF is a "front wheel drive"
model. further stating that journalists
still prefer the Miata product for "all
round tossability, function and style."
He also states that "MG may learn a
lesson that Lotus learned-Don't
name a new front wheel drive sports
car with a legendary name and expect
it to sell o n name alone."
Sounds t o m e that they might
just be a little bit worried about the
MG's reappearance o n the roads of
t h e world! Look a t the s a l e s of the
MG RV8 in J a p a n ! Look a t t h e new
Heritage bodied MCBs being sold t o
Japan1 Look a t t h e potential s a l e s of
the MGF in J a p a n ! Has Matda forgotten that the Miata w a s actually
based on t h e MGB? (Unlike the
Porsche Speedster, which s o m e of
their advertising brochures would

lead o n e t o
believe!)
Let's
hope
for continuing s u c c e s s
in s a l e s of
t h e MGF !
Maybe
we
c a n s e n d the
Miatas' running h o m e
with their tails between their legs!
Congratulations to the Register
members who were recognized a t the
--.Annual General Meeting in IYew
Orleans!
Registrations
for
International-lndy '96" have alre,,,
topped the 5 0 0 mark! Remember that
only the first 1000 MGs registered will
be allowed parade laps on the famous
"lndy Oval'. If you have not sent 'your registration-do s o toda
Whatever you do, DO NOT miss tt
chance to be a part of the largest-ev
gathering of MGs in North America,
taking place from J u n e 26th-30th
1996! Many interesting and exciting
activities have been planned for this
five day event. Cars from all four corners of the continent have been registered and many historically important
MGs will be there for you to see! Our
overseas members have already made
plans to c o m e to Indianapolis! Let's
m a k e the North American MGB
Register t h e most highly visible
Register present!
I would like to thank all those of
you who have taken the time to write
a n article for the MGB Driver. This
the
publ~cation is for YOU,
MGB/Midget/l100- 1300 driver?
You d o not need to be a highly
skilled author to have your article published-Marcham
Rhoade is a fine
Editor! We are interested in hearing
about YOUR experiences with YOUR
MG! We want to hear what your club
h a s done, or planned for the coming

(please turn to page501
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We take the guesswork out of product availability and cost.
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oy Brocklehurst was only 15 when,
in 1947, Syd Enever hired him
straight from school to work for MG.
He found himself designing major
engine components for the famous
Gardner-MG record breaker while still
studying engineering a t night school!
He spent the next 26 years at
Abingdon, closely involved with every
postwar record and production car.
and succeeding Enever a s Chief
Engineer in 1971. But two years later
he moved to Longbridge to head the
Vehicle Engineering division of Austin
Morris, doing early development work
on the Metro, Maestro and Montego
until 1981 when he became Chief
Engineer of EL Technology. Wilson
McComb interviewed Roy in 1987 in a
conversation that can only be
described a s fascinating1
McCOMB : Roy, can we establish
who did what on the design side?
BROCKLEHURST : Well, it's
never the case that one man designs a
car; he heads a team. When we were
working on the 'B we had about a
dozen people in the Drawing Office
and the boys in the Development Shop
brought the total up to about 30. An
Engineering Department basically has
two things to dc-maintain the current
production vehicle (which is about
50%of the engineering load), and look
a t what the company should be producing next. Nowadays a Production
Planning organization would present a
brief and Engineering would react to it,
but in the old days everything was initiated by Engineering-we'd
put
together a proposition and take it to
Management. That's why s o many
prototypes never saw the light of day.
We did an awful lot of abortive engineering on things that WE thought the
company should be considering for
the future.
I guess the feeling for where we
should be was inspired more by John
Thornley than by any other person.
Syd Enever might invite comments

from us in a very democratic way, but
1 think he reckoned that John knew
what he wanted, and he .wasn't about
to argue with him! Syd should never be
underestimated though. He never had
any formal engineering training, but he
was s o intuitive in his approachexcept that he had this thing about the
proportions and fixing of components.
Wouldn't tolerate anything less than a
X6" bolt! A man of massive brackets
and powerful bolts, I always called
him. I wanted to get a lighter, more
efficient motor-car but ...
Primarily I found myself directing
the chassis side of the MGB; I'm not a
body engineer. Nowadays you'd
describe it a s laying down the basic
parameters of the vehicle in packaging
terms-the
spatial relationship of all
the major components and the payload, the driver and the passenger.
Both geographically and dimensionally-and
therefore determining the
overall dimensions and proportions.
The MGB provided a lot more space
for its payload than the MGA although
it was 3 inches shorter, about the
same height and only two inches
wider.
McCOMB : And the influence of
the body people?
BROCKLEHURST : BMC Bodies
Branch did the MGA and some prototype work on the '0, but the detailed
production design of the MGB was by
Pressed Steel Fisher at Swindon, using
a bunch of ex-aircraft designers. I
think the 'B was the first bodyshell
they'd done, so they weren't inhibited
by motor industry practices, but in
some ways they were a bit wet behind
the ears and our Abingdon body men,
Jim O'Neill, Don Hayter and Don
Butler, sometimes had a job keeping
their feet on the ground! Abingdon did
the prototype engineering which
enabled the vehicle to be built, but the
detailed information to enable a myriad of toolmakers to produce tools for
production pressings-that
was the
responsibility of PSF. Our role a s the
MGB DMVER-JanFeb
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originators of the design was to liaise
with them to make sure they complied
with the basic parameters we had laid
down.
McCOMB : Was it your experience
with the Frua MGA that made you
decide to go with mono-construction
for the MGB?
BROCKLEHURST : No, that was a
Thornley-inspired proposition with an
outside styling house for a facelift
MGA or the next new model--one of a
series of propositions. The way we
built the MGA with its separate chassis
frame, was labor intensive and limited
our production rate. The big appeal of
mono-construction for the MGB was
that BMC had a brand-new plant at
Swindon capable of producing such a
vehicle in-house, with less material,
fewer people, in numbers limited only
by the sales potential.
McCOMB : Syd Enever once said
that the body shape of the MGB was
inspired by the E X 181 MG Record car
that Stirling Moss drove.

BROCKLEHURST : Well, I suppose you could pick out a curve here
and there ... but that's a bit of poetic
license, 1 think!
McCOMB : Farina had a lot to d o
with the GT design didn't he?
BROCKLEHURST : Oh yes! We
made several attempts at Abingdon to
produce a fixed-head design but they
all looked sort of overbrowed, terrible!
For some reason we were obsessed
with keeping the windscreen the same
height, and it just didn't work. And
then, in desperation I suppose, we sent
an open MGB out to Farina and back
came this gorgeous-looking coupe.
Superb, an absolute revelation to us!
Because we were just practical engineers and he was an artistic stylist.
And of course he'd raised the windscreen height!
McCOMB : If it hadn't been necessary to keep the bottom half of the car
the same a s on the Roadster, presumably you could have had a topstressed coupe that might have been
even lighter, instead of a couple of
hundredweight (220 pounds) heavier?
BROCKLEHURST : Indeed we
could. Think about a shoebox, test it
between your hands, feel its stiffness.
Then take the lid off and see what happens. Put the lid on the bottom, if you
wish-it's
still gone all soggy. You
need cant rails connecting all the pillars.
McCOMB : I know there were
some experiments with I R S for the
MGA. Did you ever contemplate having it on the MGB?
BROCKLEHURST : I think we
would have preferred to go for de
Dion-keeps
down the unsprung
weight and keeps the wheels square to
the road. But we had BMC Tractors G
Transmissions Branch in Ward End,
Birmingham turning out live axles in
great profusion which the industry was
generally using in those days. There
was great encouragement to use standard components!
McCOMB : Isn't this why s o many
people looked contemptuously on the
(please lurn lo page 12)
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The Designer's View - Continued fm,n
MGB and its like, as sports cars built
with sedan components?
BROCKLEHURST ; Yes, i t is. It's
also why most people could afford to
buy them! But from the manufacturer's point of view, it really isn't just a
question of price. It's the aggravation
of making a small number of special
components and making them only in
the volume going through Abingdon.
A large organization doesn't want that
sort of thing.
McCOMB : This is what left you
with the same front suspension as
before-the bottom wishbones, coils
and lever-arm dampers?
BROCKLEHURST ; Well, yes, in a
way. We'd have preferred telescopics
because there's always a degree of
lost motion on lever-arms, some
movement before the vaIves open. But
we had a big carry-over content to
handle.
McCOMB : When the GT came out
two years after the Roadster it had
wider rims, bigger-section tires, and a
front anti-roll bar, all as standard f t tings.
BROCKLEHURST : Making the
anti-roll bar an option for the Roadster
was a deliberate pricing decision, to
hold the advertised bottom price
down. The same technique is used
today. Nobody wanted to have two different tire sizes going through the factory, but we were tormented by
sprung/unsprung weight ratio on the
Roadster. We had to compromise
between wheel-hop and the amount of
rubber we put down on the road. The
wheels themselves were one of our
biggest budgetary problems-the tooling cost for a pressed steel wheel was
horrendous. As for wire wheels, they
were just bad news, but we always had
to have them as an option to keep the
customer happy!
No, I think that given the constraint we had, we did as good a job as
could be done. For a semi-elliptic car,
the MGB has to be as good as any.
Triumph for instance, they too had to
use saloon car components, but they

Page I I

had a dlifferent SI:t of bits 1to work with,
going tlo semi-svving, sem~i-trailon the
nes. Yet they we1re not good
later 01
A - A>!from the- Lndnuling
polnr of view. I personally would not have gone for that
type of suspension, because I don't
t h ~ n kthat anyone has made it handle
really well.
McCOMB : And good handling
was high on your list of priorities?
BROCKLEHURST : Oh, absolutely. I'd say that handling was placed
above anything else, really. An MG
had to be a car you could get into and
immediately feel at home in. A lot of
people could drive TRs quickly but
they were either exceptional people or
they'd had a lot of exposure to the
cars.
McCOMB : -rurning to the eng ine,
e was talk of a V4,snd
Roy, I k;now ther~
a six. blut.was
thc
:re any real doubt I:hat
.
you would end up with the BMC Rseries engine?
BROCKLEHURST : Not rea
though I think it was John Thorr
who convinced them that we must
have it opened out from 1622cc to
1800cc. We'd always thought that
engine a bit strange, with its two
siamesed inlets and one siamesed
exhaust port, and I eventually found
the reason for that.
The V4 and the six were experjmental engines-that's the so called
Light Six, NOT the MGC engine! We
had one in a brown MGB and I tried it
on the Oxford by-pass one day, the
very day the Chief Constable was
checking his pol~cecar speedometers
with a new device called "Radar". I
went through the trap at 132 rnph! He
insisted on having a word with me:
wanted to look under the bonnet ... but
both those engines would have to be
chosen for some volume-production
car before we'd have got them. The
ironic thing is that the 2-liter "0"series
engine never got in the MGB. It was
specifically designed for the MGB,
specifically because of problems with
-

__I_. -
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At Heads of America our main focus is to provide MGB owners with the increased
performance they want with reliability built in. All our engines, heads, rocker assemblies, supercharger kits and big block conversions are designed with this in mind.
We only use top quality American-made parts. You can install our kits yourself, or
we can do the work for you through our association with British Motor Classics in
Phoenix. With our state-of-the-art machine shop and experience with British cars,
we can do just about any kind of work you might need on your MGB or any other
British car. Give us a call!

Products Now Available:

High-Ratio Rocker Arm Assembly
(1.5:1 and 1.6:l ratios)

from

$375

Performance Cylinder Heads
(includes hardened seats and guides)

Supercharger Kits
Specialist Machine Shop w i t h
State-of-the-Art Equipment
(Over $180K Invested)
British O w n e d and Operated
25 Years of Performance
Engine Experience
Camshaft Reprofiling
Big Block Conversions

2233 North 23rd Drive
Phoenix, Arizona 85009
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$495
from $1,985
from

Engine Balancing
Multi-Angle Valve Profiling
CC'ing of Cylinder Heads
Welding and Crack Repair
Restoration Services Through
British M o t o r Classics, Phoenix
Accept Visa, Mastercard,
Discover, American Express

.
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(602)256-0211
Fax (602)256-0281
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The Designer's View - contintled from Page 12
the B-series engine on US emission
standards. It was developed at
Abingdon, in the MOB-but i t never
got into the production vehicle. That's
what really kitled Aston-Martin's
attempts to buy MG!
McCOMB : I've heard it claimed
recently that the 1800cc engine had to
have an oil cooler, then five main
bearings instead of three, because it
wasn't tough enough. Yet the
Competitions Department preferred
the three-bearing engine.
BROCKLEHURST : Longbridge
decided to go for five bearings to get
more refinement, more smoothness
for the saloon cars, not the MGB! The
oil cooler was because we wanted a
worldwide specification, and oil temperatures were of the high side. It's far
easier to cool moving oil than bulk oil
sitting in the sump however many fins
you put on it.
McCOMB : Why did we have to
wait until 1967 for a four-synchro
gearbox?
BROCKLEHURST : lssigonis didn't think that bottom gear needed synchromesh on any car! He said, "Why
do you need synchromesh when nothing's going 'round?" So we had a dogengaged bottom gear.
McCOMB : Why did we have such
a huge steering wheel? A throttle pedal
you could hardly heel-and-toe?
Confusing switches, difficult heater
controls?
BROCKLEHURST : Syd Enever
liked big steering wheels (and he
always referred to the handbrake as
the "sidebrake" too!). You know yourself, Wilson, that Syd's driving style
was a bit ... well strange! He also really wasn't interested in the ergonomics
of control layout-he'd
have considered that a very way-out technique.
McCOMB : Why were the batteries
made so inaccessible? BROCKLEHURST : It cost us a LOT of money to
have two 6V batteries sited back there,
each side of the propshaft! We did it to
improve weight distribution (that was
one of the reasons for the alloy bonnet,

too). A 12 volt in the boot would have
taken up too much space; there was
little enough there already.
McCOMB : All right, I'll forgive
you the battery position, but the fuel
pump as well!?
BROCKLEHURST : Pumps used
to be on the bulkhead, as you know.
Then somebody at SU decided they
worked better if they pushed the petrol
instead of pulling it, so they went to
the back of the car. If I was driving
across the Sahara I'd rather do i t in an
MGB with that SU pump rather than in
one of the current crop of cars with an
electronic system!
McCOMB : With hindsight,
shouldn't you have realized that all
those hollow body sections would be
so prone to rusting?
BROCKLEHURST : Fair comment, I suppose we certainly think
about it these days. But perhaps we
weren't unduly concerned about the
long-term effects of corrosion then.
We built vehicles the best way we
could, and the hollow sections were
there to impart torsional and beam
stiffness to the body of the MGB.
McCOMB : Would you agree that
in some ways the car was cheapened
towards the end of its life? The hingeless rear quarter lights on the GT, the
unleaded body seams, the steel bonnet-a lot of small details ljke that?
BROCKLEHURST : There was
time when BL recruited lots of managers from Ford who had made their
name by budgetary control-cost cutting and I'm afraid Abingdon felt the
backlash. There was some concern
about the health aspect of leaded
seams, but you're always stuck with
them: look at the Rolls-Royce
Camargue-it's
got 200 pounds of
lead on it, so i t still goes on. The aluminum bonnet was always a problem
because Pressed Steel hated it from
day one-always wanted to be rid of it!
McCOMB : Did you regret what
the black bumpers did to the MGB-
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We Know MGBs Inside & Out

w
World's Largest,
Most Extensive Inventory

We stock obscure as well as common items.
Our commitmentto re-toolingobsolete spares
insures the complete and correct restoration
of your classic British sports car.
No Risk Shopping!

We want you to be happywith yourpurchases.
We have the best returns policy in the business,and always go the extra mileto keep you
satisfied.
Open 7 Days A Week!
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Free Quarterly Newspaper!
Each issue of Moss Motoring is filled with

hundreds of specially priced sale items, new
product releases, tech tips, feature articles,
British car news and events.

Phone us Monday through Fridayfrom6am to
Pacific Tlme and 7 am to 4 pm Saturday
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Free British Sports Car
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Free Illustrated Catalogs!

Our famous, comprehensivecatalogs help you
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the appearance of them, the tremendous weight increase, the raised ride
height?
BROCKLEHURST : We all hated
it! But you have to realize that it was a
question of either doing it or abandoning the U S market-and
without the
US market we were out of business! [
suppose we tended to g o for overkill a t
MG. when it c a m e to things like that.
The padded dash for America caused
us a lot of aggravation earlier on, and
in the end it wasn't needed! But we
couldn't "anticipate" any relaxation in
standards. For a long time, we in engineering tried to take the initiative, a s
I've described, and get something
going to replace the MGB-AD021,
EX234, things like that. But it was no
good. Tooling costs were going
through the roof!
McCOMB : Looking back now, are
you pleased with the MGB?
BROCKLEHURST : Yes, I d o f e e l
pleased. For me. whatever I'm trying
to do-build
a wall, whatever-the
rewards are in achievement. There's a
motor-car, the MGB, I played some
small part in its design and development together with a lot of other people, and it was successful. I still think it
looks pleasing-particularly
the MGB
GT, which I think aesthetically is a
super-looking car-and I've done lots
of miles in them.
Compared to our two main competitors in the USA, the TR4 and the
Mustang, the MGB was down on sheer
power, I suppose. But its big attraction
was that it really did g o in the direction
where you pointed it! I tried out the
opposition whenever I could ip
America-used to g o there a lot, you
know. And in all fairness, while the
MGB was underpowered by comparison, it really was a much more pleasant car to drive!
I'd have loved to s e e the 'B lighter.
m o r e energetic. I've always been
obsessed by weight, and fortunately in
my later career I've been able to
exploit weight-reduction techniques.
Look a t our experimental car, ECV-3,

a five-seater with a kerb weight of just
over 6 0 0 kg., an economy vehicle with
a maximum speed of 1 18 mph, aimed
to reduce total cost of ownership
because at the end of the day you just
recycle it, like a beer can! One of these
days someone will bite on the bullet
and we will have aluminum motor cars
and they will be s o much better then
steel ones.
McCOMB : Finally, Roy. can we
look a t the two attempts to raise the
performance of the MGB-the MGC
and the V8? You were deeply involved
in both of them. I know.
BROCKLEHURST : The MGC was
something imposed on us from outside Abingdon, to open up another
capacity class using the engine of the
Austin 3-liter and another move for
smoothness with seven main bearings
this time. Very nice for refinement,
maybe, but it just didn't want to go!
And with about 7 0 0 pounds of cast
iron in the front of the car, it wasn't
very interested in going 'round corners
either! It was a disastrous exercise,
and a very expensive o n e for
Abingdon.
McCOMB :People have suggested
that the MGB Roadster body was not
thought tough enough for the V8.
BROCKLEHURST : Oh. there m a y
have been s o m e thoughts about lack
of torsional stiffness, but the real reason for restricting the V8 engine to the
GT body was that we reckoned we
would be able to sell a s many GTs a s
we could get engines. It was the availability problem that restricted us to the
low-compression Range Rover unit.
And it was the availability problem of
NOT being able to get engines that
killed the V8 in the end.
I agree, the MGB V8 could have
done with more development- the
gearbox, for instance, was the only
one available to u s a t the time. Today
we'd put the 7 7 m m 'box behind that
engine-the
five-speed that was
designed for the SD1 engine, and the
(please turn to page 20)
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Dan Zebarah

W

hat makes a seemingly normal
person want to own a British
sports car--especially an MG?

It's really a number of things and it
all starts with a deep down desire to
lay on your back. dressed in a tuxedo.
underneath the car, repairing a faulty
fuel pump a t 9:00 p.m. on a Friday
night-while your date goes to a movie
with her dog!
It's the inability to pronounce (or
even spell) "Farvergnuegen" and the
lack of desire to learn!
It's the ability to discuss lever-arm
shock absorbers with a guy named
Butch, who at the ripe old a g e of 113,
is the only person in your city who
knows what you are talking about!
[t's winning a t Trivial Pursuit
because you know what MG stands
for!
lt's being able to look condescendingly a t Miata owners because

they don't really know what owning a
sports car is all about. AFter all it doesn't have a "personality" but look a t

Christ ine!
It's a need to remove the engine in
order t o change the clutch!
lt's a need to use a n umbrella
while driving!
If you are shorter than 5'7" it's a
desire to be able shoehorn yourself
into the car and then not be able to
reach the pedals!
It's a need for people to ask you
"IS that a Fiat?"
It's a burning need to find THREE
wiper blades!
It's the need to spend $3000 on a
car s o that it will be worth $2500!
It's the need to park between TWO
Miatas and have everybody look a t
YOUR car!
lt's a need to have the clerk a t the
tire store ask you. "MG? How d o you
spell that?"
Either that or you just want to own
a fun car! Q

A Seerni~tylyNormal Person, Register Chairman Rick hgr-am. shows how to
deal will? &hosetroublesome spring slzou~ers!
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s you know by now. we have over
fifty Chapters affiliated to the
North American MGB Register with
more signing u p every month! Our
P.O. mailbox s e e s many of the
newsletters and publications kindly
sent to the editorial oftices by NAMGBR Chapters. So, welcome to the first
of a series in which we highlight, and
salute, those chapters who disseminate information to their members by
means of the written word. We ourselves know what it is to publish on a
regular basis and the time it takes to
compile even a simple newsletter and
we appreciate the thought which
prompted you to send us the following.

THE NORTH ALABAMA BRITISH
SPORTS CAR AND MOTORING CLUB
celebrated their first year of existence
last November and in the 12th issue of
their newsletter they included a survey
to find out what kind of activities
members want in the future.
THE BRITISH CAR CLUB OF
WICHITA sent us a copy of their
newsletter, the Wing and Bonnet in
which they describe a recent Tech session held on transmission transplants.
Sounds as though some people got a
little *greasymin this operation!
We a r e always pleased to receive
The Registry from the PEACHTREE
MG REGISTRY down there in "Jawja"
(yes, since I traveled south of the
Mason-Dixon line, I've learned to
speak proper!) and we make no apologies for "lifting" an excellent article by
their Technical Director, Mark Shoe.
concerned with MGB relays. You'll find
it elsewhere in this issue and thanks
Mark! The Registry also plan to video
future tech sessions for the benefit of
people who couldn't "B" there.
From our hosts at "MG '95", the
SACRAMENTO VALLEY MG CAR
CLUB, we opened the latest issue of
MG Type to find two pages of hose!
No, not stockings, but the sizes and
lengths of hoses utilized on MGBs from
1970-'80! Very useful, and we'll try to
18
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Catalogs available upon request.
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rebuilding attd ~.rstoration.and have
a Showloom of Vintage cars.

get these tables in a future issue of the
Driuer.
From Michigan c a m e the LAMGA
News obviously from the LANSING
AREA MG ASSOCIATION (pretty
smart title eh?) and Editor, Wayne
Buletza had sent for a new white top
for his MGB-to
ENGLAND! He
appears to be highly delighted with it,
claiming the fit and finish Ijustified the
money sent abroad!
The Exhaust comes to u s from
"MG.MG.MGmwhich is the pseudonym
for the MILWAUKEE AND GREAT
LAKES MG MOTORCAR GROUP, also
known a s "MG3"! Contents include a
feature on the MG Car Company and a
little bit of technical advice which gave
us a laugh. We quote, "You can learn a
lot about the status of your MGB's
electrical system by observing the
blinking pattern of the turn signals.
The pattern on-off-on-off is normal.
The pattern off-off-off-off indicates a
problem!"
Finally. to the Nuffield News sent
to us by the PHILADELPHIA MG CLUB
a recent issue of which contained an
article by Ken Lawrence, the secretary
of the Miniature MG Group for collectors of model MGs. Ken promised the
Driuer a feature on models some time
ago. What happened. Ken?!
More Chapter Chronicles in a
future issue. 4
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Lloyd Faust

E

nthusiasm and interest in British
sports cars, and the MGB in particular, is running a t an all time high.
Now that the frenzied years of '89 and
'90 are gone. and the quick buck merchants with them, the arena is filled
with a different sort of devotee. People
now have a genuine interest in the car
itself. The attention given to the MGB
takes many different courses, ranging
from a strictly casual "use it and abuse
it" to a devotion bordering on the
fanatical.
Within this spectrum are clusters
of like-minded followers. S o m e are
interested in vintage racing, s o m e in
modernizing and updating the car to
bring it more in line with current technology. Still others maintain that
restoring the car to like-new condition
is the only way to go. All of these
groups d o o n e thing the s a m e...they
tend to personalize the car. Even the
show enthusiast adds his own little
"touches" to the car. This is not a bad
thing and the vast majority of MGB
owners fall into this category.
There does exist, however, a small
and nearly invisible group of zealots to
whom any deviation from the original
would be unthinkable! These guys
pore over old issues of "Road C Track
" and re-read original sales brochures
a s often a s most people read the
newspaper. They study factory photographs endlessly with the hope of
achieving the ultimate truth. To them,
a search for the correct part does not
just involve spending an evening a t the
kitchen table with a parts catalog and
checkbook. By their way of thinking,

people who restore their cars using
this method a r e missing the
point ...and all the fun. As with all
zealots, life was not meant to be easy!
S o why all this talk about the fellow who is equally a t home visiting the
parts store a s h e is digging through a
box of dirty old parts at a swap meet?
It is really the desire to build a "correct" car. Originality is a very profitable and popular subject right now,
judging by the number of "originality"
books on the market. However,
because of the need to appeal to a relatively wide audience, these s a m e
books must leave out the little, nitty
gritty details. The details that will separate the true concours winner from all
the other entrants.
The gist of all this is, that I intend
to write a regular column in the Driver
dealing only with originality. Not just
what is original. but how to recognize it
and how to achieve it. I will offer easy
hints and useful tips o n how to determine for yoursetf most aspects of originality. 1 also hope that this will help
spread the historical interest in the
MGB we at1 love, not to mention a lot
of g e e whiz info you can use when
belly up to the bar at your next MG
meet! Stay tuned!
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Sherpas too. My Rover Vitesse engine.
200 bhp, would be just fine in a n MGB!
But by Abingdon standards, even
with only 137 bhp the V8 was consid-

nnu,

ered very near to the bone in its day. If
Syd Enever had still been there, 1 think
it probably would never have happened! 4
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Letters k the Register

Y

our esteemed Editor has continued
to press me for a recent photograph of Mary and myself. More
importantly, he also wanted a photograph of my MGB. so to keep him
quiet I a m enclosing a couple of photographs.
The picture of the 'B was taken on
the "Speckled Hen" run over the
Berkshire/Oxfordshire downs with a
view of the Vale of White Horse across
to Faringdon in the background.
This particular MGB was the last
ex-Development "0" series programme tourer, which I purchased
when the department closed in 1980.
The power units we had from all these
"0" series engined cars went to either
Longbridge or Triumph far their TR7
versions, a s we were considerably
ahead on the fuel injected version and
already had a USA compliance testing
and cooling programme completed.
This programme was finalized, ready
for OK and "sign off' for production.
The standard version gave out 112

bhp with a top speed of around 116
mph! I also at this time had a Garrett
turbo-charged MGB running with
about 140 bhp available which was
still under development.
So I purchased the car with n o
engine, but, we still had in the back of
the stores the very first MG 3.5 liter V8
power unit converted from the Range
Rover spec complete with gearbox!
Also, (and fortunately) the V8 test axle
from the high speed test V8 we sent to
France in 1972 was also available!
1 purchased all these and the lads
in the shop a t MG started the mecharrical assembly while I was traveling
back and forth to Japan on the AustinRover/Honda Acclaim project, after
which I took the MGB home on a trailer and finished it. I had to convert the
electrics to V8 spec and modify the
cooling system to suit the "0"series
intake and North American underfairing.
The car is just great, one just
winds it up and all you hear at 70 mph

The designer of the MGB and our FIRST Honorary Member, Don Hayler with
his wife, Mary.
22
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The Haylcrs a1 spced crossing the Berkshire Dou?n.son the "Old Speckled Hen
Run" 1995.

is tire and wind noise-you can't hear
the engine, it just purrs and rumbles
quietly! We have only done some
16,500 miles so far which however,
has included a minor road/pub crawl
to Northern Italy via the Loire and
Rhone Valleys. Hope this is of interest.
Best wishes to all members,
Don Hayter
Harwell, Oxfordshire, Englanl
(Don, urho played a major role in
the design of the MGB while Chief
Engineer at Abingdon was also our
first Honorary Member. I know he iuill
not mind me mentioning that he artd
Mary llave become Grandparents
again. Congratulations from us all!
While I'm at it and before the next
leller can I please ask some of ourmembers to try and get something
straight?! Tho name of the source of
our :reasures is ABINGDON-nof
AbingTon!! Please try and pronounce it
with the emphasis on the hard "D".
Abington is on the Scollisi~ Borders
close by the main Lolldon to Glasgnru
rail~oayline. This year I euen saw a
super MGB displayed a1 a show wilh a
MGB DRIVER-Jan/Feb
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beautiful framed poster set-up giving
full details of the car, year; color: etc.,
but staling that a / [MGs wereprodtrced
at Abington! The only lhings /hey produce at "Abington" are sheep. heather
and lovely sunsels! Thank you!-Ed.)

1 especially enjoyed the MGB nrrd
Bookshelf article in the
Nov./Dec. MGB Driver. All too often,
automotive magazines rate favorably
every book and gadget they review.
However, this article had straight forward comments. These are the kind of
articles MGB Driver needs-where
concern about honesty to the rnembers prevails over concern about
bruising a few egos of potential advertisers. Keep up the good work!
Sincerely,
Ed Walton
Goshen. KY
Midget

The
following
letter
was
addressed Lo our Tech guru-Bob
Mason ....

I read your column in every issue
of the MGB Driver and I must say that
(please turn to page 24)
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tetters to the Register - conti!nued from Page 23
you give sometimes unappreciated
assistance to members of the Register.
It is s o important to "keep 'em runnin"!
My own area of interest is in originality and after reading your column in the
Sept./Oct. issue of the Driver I would
like to add to the comments and your
reply to Tony Brown on the correct
spotlamps for his 1969 MGB.
The fog lamps listed were indeed
mounted at the MG factory initially
and then lir
lealer installed" a s
so many p?3rts were- -most notably the
competitiorI parts. The lamps listed for
the MGB carried part numbers
BHA4399 tor the fog lamp and
BHA4400 for the long range lamp.
These lamps were of the back-mount
type and bolted directly through the
grille slats.
After the 1969 model year, an
additional
bracket,
part
#
BHH286/287, was needed because of
the grille redesign. Starting with the
1972 model year the U S distributor
offered a different lamp type a s listed
in the accessory brochure. These
lamps were the Lucas "Square Eight"
series and were available in either the
fog or long range styles.

The back-mount Lucas lamps
were also used in many applications
on the front of the vehicle and also on
the rear a s large reverse lights! These
lamps carried the Lucas model numbers WFT576 and WLR576.
This translated to "wing-mount
flame thrower", (the original name for
the fog lamp) and "wing-mount long
range". The 576 being the lens style.
Incidentally the stem mount lamps
were known a s SFT576 and SLR576
with the "S" denoting stem mount.
The original grill slats in the MGB
were of stainless steel and were much
stronger than the later stamped aluminum type (the change occurring in
mid-1964.) I have used the WFT576
lamps on my MGB V8 Roadster f n r ."
a
long time and have never had a problem despite having the all-alumilTurn
grill slats.
Thanks again,
Lloyd Faust
Placentia, CA
v.

(See our next issue for furlher
comment from Bob on this subject.Ed.)

a

Photo: Kim Tonry, Chicagoland MGB Club
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rt three of our series by Tony
Rron,
Consultant
Editor
of
"Thoroughbred & Classic Cars magazine, takes a personal retrospective
look at the DESIGN of the ubiquitous
MGB.
The story of the MGB's design a s
told in the books is often short on vital
details and leaves out some of the key
people involved. This short account.
preferably read in conjunction with
longer versions, should give a fairly
clear picture of what happened.
Much a s people revere the MGA
today, the fact was that BMC had
forced Abingdon to hold back on that
car for years, s o what might have been
a startlingly modern car in the early
Fifties was no more than an attractive
new sports car when it appeared in
1955. Work began on its successor
immediately. Until 1959 the MGA sold
well but demand was by then falling off
sharply. Something radically new was
needed to appeal to a market that
wanted higher standards of comfort,
noise suppression and accomrnodation. The MGB was to answer this
demand brilliantly and the man who
headed the team responsible for it was
Syd Enever, MG's Chief Engineer
under the dynamic overall boss of MG,
John Thornley.
It was very much a team job, with
many people contributing vital etements. Enever began with rough
sketches based on his previous experiences but incorporating some fashionable styling details. It is always
claimed that the celebrated MG
record-breakers were used for design
reference but the link is not apparent
to my untrained eye. perhaps 1 a m just
a Philistine when it comes to design! At
a more practical level. Enever worked
with his body chief, Jim O'Neill, and a
long series of quarter-scale models
was turned out. Their first efforts based
on the MGA chassis were somewhat
grossly proportioned and it was also
soon realized that the new car would

MGB D R I V E R A a n F e b '96

have to be MG's first monocoque
sports car.
The body layout draughtsman
from O'Neill's department who did the
lion's share of the work in producing
the look of the MGB was Don Hayter.
On the mechanical side the departmental head was Terry Mitchell, with
the talented young Roy Brocklehurst
working for him. They experimented
with different rear suspensions in a bid
to find something more advanced than
the old cart-spring design. They abandoned independent rear systems on
the grounds of cost; then considered a
live axle with coil springs and Watt
linkage and, after that, radius arms
and a Panhard rod. None of these
designs could, it is said. be made to
work within the budget so they ended
back with the cart springs, albeit relatively long, soft ones. The rear of the
car had to be hurriedly lengthened and
here Don Hayter did a magnificent job,
revising the prototype in this area
shortly before the design was to be
committed to manufacture at Pressed
Steel's Swindon factory.
Many other people were involved
in the details-O'Neill
himself was
responsible for the seats. for example-and it really was a team job. The
team had managed to produce a clean
design with "MG Cars Abingdon"
stamped all over it-apparently without any interference from outside
committees. It was obviously right and
there appears to have been little or no
difficulty in gaining approval for production.
Various engines were considered
but eventually MG was able to take
advantage of the then latest-spec
straight-four. 1798cc version of the Bseries. It produced 9 5 bhp and had
good torque characteristics. The
mechanical specification followed the
MGA pattern where possible, a notable
difference being the smaller, 14 inch
wheels, which necessitated different

(plmse [urn to page 26)
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brakes, though still a disc/drurn
arrangement. The final product was a
neat but immensely strong structure
that was surprisingly rigid for an open
sports car. It was considerably wider
than the MGA but a bit shorter and
only slightly heavier than the much
more spartan old model. Options
available included wire wheels
(,635.39),a heater (£16.85) and (a
good bet, this one, at L2.76) an antiroll bar for the front suspension.
Buyers could choose between an oldstyle hood with demountable sticks or
a fold-away fitted model for an extra
25.50.
Disregarding inevitable minor
changes, the design was to remain
substantially the same for years. The
most notable shift was from a threebearing to d five-bearing crankshaft
late in 1964. The early "banjon-type
axle was dropped in favor of a stronger

tube-type; pull-type handles were
replaced by safer, pushbutton ones in
early 1965 and an all-new gearbox
with synchromesh on first appeared in
late 1967. it had been planned to fit
aluminum doors, bonnet and boot, but
in the end only the bonnet was in aluminum, and that was dropped quietly
in favor of a steel part sometime in late
1969/earty 1970 (it was hardly something to shout about!). There is no
clear date or chassis number for this
change which was probably intermittent at first.
Later interiors, with that seventies
Leyland corporate look imposed by
Longbridge, seemed to have been
made up from discarded black packaging materials, with desperate
deckchair-style decoration added to
brighten up the seats. At least the
heater valve worked at last!

Well, here's one way to pass the time on tilose long road tt-ips! R q i s t c r . members on their way to "MG -95''Register
.
Members?
26
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Peter Cosmides
reetings fellow members, and I
G h o p e you are all looking forward to
a great MG season. I guess many of
you spent some time last year attending all the many British ~ a shows
;
that
are organized throughout the country.
Seems you can attend a show every
weekend if you desire ... and if your
car holds up! Mine alrrlost made it until
1 returned from a meeting and discov.
ered my poor little MG 1 100 was leaning badly to one side! A dreaded
hydrolastic: suspension leak!
Well this being my first experience
with such a dilemma, it took me a
while to sort the problem otlt. phone
calls to John Twist and Mini City
brought me a new (used) displacer
and I was left with the task of locating
the proper BMC service tool which
evacuates and repressurizes the suspension.
~ i ~~~~k~
~ h of the N~~
Jersey Mini Owners came to the rescue and I was able t~ get the
back on the road in
for MG on the
~
~ a terrific
~
show
k
put
~ on , by the
MGs of Baltimore and I urge any of
you within a day's drive to put this
meet on your calendar for 1996.
mow to NAMGBR
news.
Since last spring I have been doing my
best to make it easier for members to
purchase regalia, whether they attend
R~~~~~~~ meetings or not. ~h~
mail order forms are working fine and
usually items are shipped out within a
couple of days from receipt of order.
As you read this I will have received a
new supply of binders for the
MGB D~.ir?erand should
have filled any back
orders 1 had. Thanks
to all of you who sent
in your orders for i
this item early and
allowed us to make
the minimum quantity
required to order further
supplies.
MGB DRIVER-Jan/Feb
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I
am
working on a
A

lape1 pin and
the order for
. has
been placed.
I n my

these

I

Y
L

corned a n y
4
Suggest ions
regalia and you will see that the Pol[
Posiliorl in this issue also asks the
question-"What
kind of regalia do
you wish the Register to carry?" Steve
Olson of Kansas c i t y suggested a club
calendar featuring members' cars.
Some of your committee feel that this
idea is worth pursuing so at this point 1
need gather up as many photos a s I
can s o we would have a nice variety of
MGs to choose
we go
ahead. If you have a nice 5-x7" Or
lO"x8" color photo of your car please
send it me and
we can feature it in the calendar. The whole project is tentative at this point, we have a
Possible supplier: but it really depends
Up0" the
interest from
members in the idea. Send the photos
to me at the address inside the front
cover of the MGB Driver and even if we
don't produce a calendar maybe we
can always use the shots in future
issues Of the Drit'er. If you have any
other ideas please feel free to contact
me and I hope to see many Of you at
"MG '96 Indy".
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to assume that the MGF woul
~ ~ ~ oa so well.
d
Needless to say, the
3tions list now includes a walnut
~ e r l a yfor part of the center console!
I fired up the new 1786cc version
Rover's award winning "K" series
~ g i n e(the bore an~d stroke of which
.atly mat.ch those of the Itenerable
3" series . in .the MGB) and was
~mpressed by ~ t ssupreme smoothness-a far cry from British sports cars
of old! Upon taking to the road 1 was
immediately struck by the firm but
supple ride of the MGF: a s level and
composed a s o n e would expect from a
sports car but with a quality that would
put many a family c a r to shame. As
soon a s we hit the open road, wending
our way around t h e twisting
Warwickshire country lanes, the true
competence of the MGF b e c a m e
>parent. T h e c a r h a s no vices,
though a s you will appreciate with
e Chief Engineer on board, I wasn't
out to explore its potential to the
limit! Corners were handled with consummate ease, and the drive down to
the Oxfordshire town of Banbury and
back was over all too quickly.
The price of the MGF is just under
5 7 6 0 0 0 in the OK, which is about
& l o 0 0 more that the UK price of the
Miata. The MGF went o n sale from
September 23rd and soon after rumors
began that Princess Di would b e a n
early customer! The exciting W C version which is a high-performance edition featuring Rover's remarkable variable valve timing specification of the
"K" series engine should be available
by the time readers of the MGB Driuer
s e e this report and will retail a t just
22000 more. This layout promises to
be a real beauty, exploiting the advantages of the MGF's mid-engined configuration to the full.
Sadly however, it s e e m s there is
no further news on sales of the MGF to
the USA. Rover DO have plans to
t

David Knowles

A

lthough the MGF made its public
appearance a s long ago a s last
March it was not until September of
1995 that a privileged few got the
chance to drive the car. The new MG
made a number of high profile outings
but only the Rover "mindets" were
allowed to drive the car and unfortunately this started the inevitable rumor
mill-the car wasn't any good-there
were production problems ... etc.
Thankfully. none of these were true.
The fact is that Rover decided, rightly
or wrongly, to delay the launch until
they had got enough cars in the dealer
showrooms, and because of other concurrent new model launches (the
Rover 4 0 0 and others) they could not
achieve this until the end of the summer. The British motoring press couldn't help but note the irony of the fact
that the MGFs were finally reaching
the showrooms at the end of o n e of the
hottest British summers in recent history ... just a s the rain started!
28

Along with just about every other
MG enthusiast. I was keen to see how
the first all-new MG sports car in 33
years stacked up on the road. I had
seen the car a t launch, had sat in it,
watched it drive close by-but I had
not had the chance to drive it. With
s o m e apprehension I took my place in
the driving s e a t a t the Heritage
Museum where I was the guest of MGF
Chief Engineer Brian Griffin, son of
Charles Griffin a n engineer who
worked at Abingdon.
Sitting in the cockpit, I found
myself immediately comfortable in the
well-shaped seats, although those who
prefer the lower driving position of the
MGB might be disappointed to find
that they sit rather higher in the MGF.
The dashboard is neatly styled. with an
MG badge formed in its top surface.
although timber freaks might be surprised that there is no walnut in the
cockpit. You and I know that factoryfresh MGs haven't had polished wooden dashboards for forty years or more,
but the shiny plank of timber in the MG
RV8 'Retro' car of 1992 had led many
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return to the US market (a stated aim
,
BMW
Chairman
Bernd
Pischetrieder) but the MGF. engineered in the days when Rover was
owned by British Aerospace, was
never designed with meeting the U S
market in mind; remember the Sterling
fiasco! This is not simply a matter of
meeting US legislation; European and
Japanese legislation is now, after a
slow start, moving to match U S legislation. Most cars on sale now in the
EEC now have airbags, side crashbars, catalysts, and rigorous accident
safety requirements. The problem is
largely a matter of price and production volumes. the car was designed to
b e produced using production metho d s best suited to lower production
volumes. which will make it difficult
(although not impossible) to dramatically i~?crease otutput.
Hlowever, with higher production
volum e. s.c o m e 1lower unit costs (longer
life, higher tooling output: different
trim materials and methods of assembly) and this would be the problem for
the MGF. As you know, the U S cost of
the M ~ a t ais significantly lower than the
UK price of the "F" I quoted above; it
would therefore be difficult for the MGF
to match the Miata's US price. This is
one of the reasons that BMW chose to
set up a factory in Spartanburg to produce the new Z3 sports car. However,
all is not doom and gloom a s far a s U S
MG sales are concerned! Even if the
MGF in its current form isn't likely to
cross the Atlantic, it's a fair bet that a n
MG sports car of s o m e sort will reach
North American shores before the end
of the decade.
n<

(David is the author of MGB GT
V8-21
Years On and is currently

working on another volume fentatioely titled MG-The Untold Story which
we are assured will contain some startling revelations!-Ed.) 4
-
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Overleaf-MGBs were regular competitors on the prestig:-.'lVU3
RAC Rally in England. Here, in 1978, arI MGB G'T V8 hu:sties
through the Clipstone Forest Stage. (Hote the su,mp skid pan!)
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lim Pelktterie.
Buffalo Octagon Association
(Q) When I took my MGB in for a
state inspection I found that both my
steering rack boots are ripped and do
not appear to have lubricant left in
them The shaft is also covered in grit.
Should I get a rebuilt unit?
(A) This is another one of those
common problems suffered as over
time all rubber parts will fail. That's
why you need to inspect these items
more often. A rebuilt rack and pinion
is somewhat expensive, so I suggest
that you disassemble the unit, clean
and renew the pinion shaft seal and
the two rubber boots (gaiters). Once
the rack is removed from the MGB the
right side tie rod ends (inner and
outer) must be dissembled.
The steering shaft or pinion can
be withdrawn towards the front of the
car once the top plate and rack tensioner, along with the bearing cover
are removed. These parts can be
cleaned with mineral spirits and wiped
dry. Inspect the pinion bushing along
with the rack bushing that is retained
in the right hand side and renew a s
necessary. It is also a good idea to disassemble the left side inner tie rod end
if the amount of grit is substantial.
Assembly is straightforward with
the rack inserted first and then the pinion in its proper position in relation to
the flat at the steering universal and
the center of the rack. Finally fitting
new gaiters and sealing with approximately 8 ounces of 90w gear oil will
ensure miles of carefree driving!
What can I use On my
rubber bumpers to make them look
better?
(A) The 1975 to 1980 rubber
bumpers turn a liqht shade of srav and
lose their deep bfack color after years

of weather. The only process that I
have found that works is to paint them
and you can do this with the bumpers
on the vehicle if you are careful to
mask properly.
First clean the bumpers with a
quality grease and wax remover, then
sand with 600 grit, or use a scuff pad
over the entire surface. Wash the
bumpers again uslng new towels and
wax remover, Krylon semi-gloss black
paint is just about perfect for the correct color. Spray the first coat on dry
watching for "fish eyes" (silicone contamination). If the first coat is good
then proceed with the final coats until
a uniform finish is obtained. The
bumpers can be waxed along with the
car color once the paint has cured.

(We've had several lellers on rubber bumper n
?ce recently,
most asking fc
,. Jim's treatment is the n'
tic o f seueral
methods. Let me give you a couple of
secrets that the corlcours boys used in
England, provided that Ule bumpers
are not too far gone in the first place!
First, to maintain what little shine
that might still be kit, you might try
Vaseline, and it has also been proved
that Waxoyl judiciously applied. can
bring back some of the deep gloss. You
don't need a lot of either, but like in the
seruices you have to polish and polish
to get that lasting shine! I f the bumpers
are not loo bad and have not yet gone
quite gray try a little black boot polish
and a little salioa! Remember "spit and
polish "'?Againnot too much and work
it ir~tothe bumper until it looks an
even color all ouer. Then rub with a
soft lint-freecloth to shine it up. I f any
otherRegistermernbers haoe found an
altem;3tioe to the methods we have
giuen, maybe they'd like to tell us
about it?-Ed.) a

Tom Higgins

instead of one. That's if you are lucky
enoush
- to be near vour friendly foreian
pa- dealer
One
these
contraptions (these hoses are definitely not stocked at every corner service
station!) Moreover the rubber
glue where the hoses are
mated seems to fail a great deal
sooner than the separate hoses
joined at a metal tee.
The solution is obvi-

g

THE THREE-WAY, TWO-INTO-ONE
RADIATOR HOSE PROBLEM
About the same model year, the
MGB chrome grill was re-styled with a
recessed blacked-out version, a less
visible change was quietly carried
out behind the cooling system's
radiator. with a redesign of the
lower radiator water hose.
Essentially this change lengthened the lower hose from the
bottom of the radiator to extend
completely to the water
pump. At
the same
time it
added a
smaller
diameter,
molded-in
heater hose which
was manufactured right
onto or into the lower
radiator hose to form a
"Y" connection for the
heater pipe.
Thus, the old
three-way cast iron
elbow "Y" formerly
used at the front of
the engine to connect the lower
radiator hose,
heater pipe
hose. and the
water pump
connector hose,
was totally eliminated. Three less hose
clamps were needed, and three differen2 rubber water hoses were all
One amazingt h r e e - w a ~
rubber hose part.
Guess what?! Thischange is great
until a hose failure occurs, at which
time you are forced to buy three hoses
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from a used
parts source, or
order up a new
one. The only 3
hoses you'll need
are easy to
obtain. The
lower radiator
hose is the
same as the
upper one
so one spare is
available everywhere. So is the
standard piece of
heater hose for
of standard straight
hose to the water
pump. The three
hoses with clamps
are still less expensive than one of the
original type.
While changes such a s this will
indeed make a car less
who
cares? Besides, if it ever really mattered it
be easy to
a
silly stock hose!
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Bob Mason,
Technical Coordinator

LL

ots to get through this time! I'm still
atching up on the backlog I found
upon my return from a trip to England!
Hope you all had a good holiday and
are looking forward to 1996!
First a letter from Blue Bell,
Pennsylvania ...
It was a pleasure to meet you and
your wife when I was adding transmission oil to my MG in the parking lot at
Twist's last summer! Could I ask you
to put in writing what you verbalized to
me about the subject of increasing oil
pressure? Also my transmission is
leaking oil while on long drives. Is
there a simple cure? Many thanks in
advance and I hope to see you at lndy
in '96-we are already booked!
Lee Niner
Dear Lee,
Thanks for your letter and thanks
for the stamped, addressed envelope.
You didn't mention where the oil was
coming from, but basically there are
just two sources. The front transmission seal and the 3rd motion shaft
(rear) output seal. The front seal
replacement requires that either the
engine and/or transmission come out
of the car and then it's a simple matter
of replacing the large paper cover gasket and the oil seal itself. Remember
that there are usually two large shims
behind the front cover that can be held
in place with a coating of grease while
you replace the front cover plate-don't lose them! While you are at it,
check for excessive play in the throwout bearing fork, or wear on the pivot
bolt itself, and replace both if needed.
Soak the new bushing in engine oil for
at least 24 hours before installation in
the fork. The rear oil seal can easily be
replaced by removing the transmission
flange, using a screwdriver to remove

the old seal. Then lubricate and tap in
the new seal, and that's it!
Many people equate a leaking
transmission front seal to the usual oil
drippage that comes from the engine
rear main bearing area, which itself
has no oil seal. Almost everyone has
an oil leak from that area when the
engine is turned off-it's a "normal" oil
leak! If the leaking oil is "dirty" (dark
color) it's engine oil-if it's clean oil
and the oil level of the transmission
continues to fall, the leakage is from
the trans front oil seal.
You can regain a fairly good
amount of oil pressure on a worn
engine by simply replacing the connecting rod bearings with whatever
size is now installed. Just drop the oil
pan, leaving the engine in the car, and
those rod bearings are easily replaced.
Do not put a heavy layer of oil or STP
between the bearing shell and the rod
itself, but after the shells are inserted in
the rod and the rod cap, put a heavy
coating of engine oil or STP on the
bearings before you replace the cap.
Don't use chassis grease or
"whitelube". All of the foregoing
assumes that your old bearing shells
just show the usual wear of the white
metal being worn away in various
areas to show the base copper-no
heavy grooves or cracks.
Additionally, install a new rocker
shaft. The entire assembly must be
removed in order to install the new
shaft. removing the four center
pedestal nuts and the four cylinder
head nuts on the pedestals. You can
"usually" do this without causing any
damage to the head gasket itself.
When the old shaft is removed, you
will most likely see heavy grooves on
the underside of the shaft where the
rocker arms have been installed, and
this could be where a lot of your oil
pressure is escaping. You will probably
find that your original rocker arm
bushings are within acceptable limits
and can be re-used "as is". Install the
new rocker arms and springs, washMGB DRIVER- ..Jan/Feb '96

ers, etc. Replace everything a s it was
and that's it. It also wouldn't hurt to
replace the oil pressure relief valve
and the relief valve spring too. all good
for a 20 psi increase at hot idle.
We too hope to see you again at
"MG '96" Indy!
... now

from Pensacola, Florida ...

A few months ago after replacing
the fascia on my 1972 MGB Roadster,
my electronic tach quit working.
(Actually i t worked for a while and
then quit!) From what I can tell. the
ground wire is connected OK and the
other connections appear to be fine.
but I am not sure how to go about
diagnosing the cause OF the malfunction.
Secondly, using the Haynes SU
manual I have laboriously rebuilt my
two HIF4 carbs, but now [ am having
trouble tuning them. /Yore specifically,
once I mount them, 1 have trouble
adjusting the mixture screws, despite
the fact that the jets move up and
down nicely prior to mounting them!
After I get them in the 'B, turning the
adjusting screw doesn't move the jets!
I wonder. am I not tightening the
screw/spring that holds the bimetal
piece properly? Right now the car is
running quite rich. I would be sincerely grateful for any help you might be
able to give and I enclose a SASE.
D. Gary Griffin.

Dear Gary.
Thanks for the stamped envelope
and your kind comments as regards
the MGB Driuer.
From the wiring diagram in the
Haynes manual. the white wire from
the ignition switch passes through the
tachometer directly to the ignition coil,
and the only additional wire is the
earth (ground) lead attached to the
metal case at the rear. Using an
Ohmmeter, make sure the earth lead
is solid (you may run an extra earth
wire just to make sure) and check for
continuity of the white wire from the
black ignition switch, through the
multi-pin connector and to the

tachometer, and then to the coil itself.
If all connections are good. then the
tach itself is most likely to be at fault.
Give it a good "rap" while the engine is
running to see if there is any indication
this might be the case. By the book
your tachometer carries the Smith's
number RVI 1439/00 on the face. and
this unit was only used on MGBs from
June 1971 to September 1972. Earlier
and later models have different connections. If you decide you need a new
one I might be able to help, or you can
get yours testcd/rebuilt by Nisonger in
Marnaroneck. New York.
On your HIFs. the bi-metal acljusting plate sits within a cut-out on the
carburetor body and is held in place
with the special screw and spring. The
jet adjusting screw must then engage
the slot at the tip of the bi-metal jet
adjusting plate. Original factory SU
jets are "handed" while the aftermarket jets will fit either carburetor. and
the jet assembly head must move
freely within the bi-metal plate cutout.
~ e f o r e installation on the engine
ensure the jet adjusting (mixture)
screw will move the jet up and down.
Following the instructions in the
Haynes manual, also ensure the float
level is set by measuring across the
center (lowest area) of the float with a
straight edge resting o n the carburetor
base.
After the initial sctting of the jet,
the adjusting screw is rotated anticlockwise to weaken the mixture. If
you can obtain the correct up and
down movement of the jet assembly
(off the engine) there is no reason why
you cannot make the same adjustment with the carbs installed on the
engine! The special spring that retains
the bi-metal plate has a "shoulder"
which ensures that the spring will
allow movement of the bi-metal plate
when the mixture screw is rotated. The
spring eliminates excessive free
movement and the special screw must
be fully tightened. To summarize.
recheck everything per the Haynes
manual
and
you
should
-

-

(please turn to p,age 36)

Technical Talk - Continued from

have no further
problems attaining
the proper mix-

page35

Finally a note for those of you who
might be contemplating buying an
MGB or Midget in the near future. Prior
to final purchase ask the owner to
demonstrate the use of the jack!
If the owner is reluctant to make
this demonstration it might mean the
jack doesn't work. On the
other hand it might mean
that the jacking point will
go up-but the car will
not! This could
mean that the
owner knows
that the sills
and jacking
points are
weak because
of serious rust
problems, no matter how
well disguised. Don't buy it!remember "Caveat Emptor "! n$
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WHO A R E WE?

Since this is our first ad in the MGB DRIVER, we thought you should
know something about our company. For 30 years r e have been in the
British car business, as a BMClStandard Triumph dealer in the
1960's and an independent parts, service and race business.
From
1971 to 1986 we were part o f the British Leyland US Competition
Department (and for the past 25 years have run a very successf~ll
racing program). We still make many of the original competition
parts and develop new performance pieces that are suitable for
"street" use. Many of our products are sold by the "major" catalog
companies. W e rebuild components including engines and cylinder
heads. With 200
300 cars in our British salvage yard we are a
source of used parts. NOS parts are available from dealer "buyouts". R & D projects, such as our own sway bars, Delco alternator
conversion, Kevlar brakes, are ongoing.

-

V 8 people! We warn involved in the early development o f the TR8
and have probably worked with more Rover VR's than anyone in rhe
country. We have engines, transmissions, go-fast goodies and more.

We have cars
Looking for a used MG or Other Btitish car?
available from projects to driver's. Do you have a Midget?
We sold them new and have new, used and rebuilt parts. Want
technical information? We were there the first time!

No it's not a tech session! On show are (from left to right) George Daniels'
White '74%.Ben Caldwell's Lirneflowe~.'73 and Geotge Barton's Brilish Racing
Green '74Y MG3 GTs at the Mobile. Alabama British Car Day.
36
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Do you want accessories, gifts, clothing or club merchandise? Our
automotive boutique, MotorinaXtras o f f e r s high quality, unique
products from hand appliqued or embroidered sweaters and sweats to
glassware and our famous "Made in America" folding chair. Be sure
to request our MotoringXtras catalog!

PA. 800/5d3-6648 (order only)
PH. 419/384-3022 tech/gen. info
FAX 419/384-3272 24 hours
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TS Imparted A u t m t i v e
404 Basinger 8 6 .
Pandora, OH 45877
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David M. Clark,
Sports Car Services
evcral years ago began to notice
that the Vandervell engine bearings
S
which used to arrive in boxes marked
1

"GKN
Vandervell,
Maidenhead.
Berks", were now coming in boxes
marked Bradford England which is the
home of the AE Glacier bearing, evidence I suppose that GKNl purveyors
of Hardy-Spicer universal joints and
the former proprietors of Laycock
deNormanville, and sold off their bearing company.
Being a "Repco Bearing kind of
guy" this to me was not immediate
cause for alarm, however on taking
advantage of a special buy on
"Vandervell" bearings you can imagine
by great surprise to find AE Glacier
bearings inside the familiar blue box! A
few weeks later the same surprise was
waiting for me on a re-stock of Jaguar
cam bearings-Vandervell box but AE
Glacier bearings!
More than a little miffed at this
apparently careless misboxing I confronted 17y supplier who calmly
explained that this was simply evidence of the new world order. The
Vandervell engine bearing would no
longer be supplied by AE and that furthermore it was not a boxing error,
because this was how AE intended to
market their bearings to the far corners
of the earth where Vandervell was a
trusted brand name and Glacier were
generic goods. Thus chastened 1
decided to investigate, and the ernerging picture for British car owners looks
like this.
If you're looking for genuine
Vandervell bearings, head for the flea
markets post haste a s the larger mail
order concerns don't have them and
will not be getting them, If you want to
buy bearings to fit your crankshaft,
and don't really want to size the crankshaft to fit the bearings, you have basically two choices. The AE Glacier
38

bearing, and the Repco, now ACL (for
Automotive Components LTD) bearing from Australia. Surprisingly both
manufacturer's specifications are basically the same.
The Vandervell thin wall bearing
gained ik reputation for robustness on
the basis of its tri-metal construction.
A steel shell was layered successively
with copper then lead. and finally
whitemetal. Glacier brand rod bearings
for an MGB five main bearing engine
are cataloged a s "Copper-Lead. Lead
Tin Overlay". The same rod bearings
from Repco are "Copper-Lead Overlay
Plated", code F770. F770 is a Federal
mogul manufacturing code and in fact
ACL licenses the process for making
this bearing from Federal Mogul. Apart
from taking out a competitor. perhaps
this suggests what AE's backdoor
interest in Vandervell may have been!
The Glacier main bearing for this
particular MGB engine is described a s
being of "Reticular Tin Aluminum"
construction, the Repco bearing is
"Aluminum Tin" code F820. For use
a s a bearing material, aluminum had
superior load bearing capabilities, but
requires an overlay to make it compatible with the surface of the crankshaft journal. These materials look
quite good on paper and in practice
can be quite long lived in engines with
regular oil changes and good cooling
systems.
If your engine is a three-mainbearing MGA 1500 or 1600. on the
other hand, the future does not look so
splendid. The cataloged AE replacement main bearing for the 1500
engine was plain whitemetal, the 1600
replacement main bearing a copperlead overlay, similar bearings also
being supplied by Repco. In rationalizing these identically sized bearings
both companies now only supply the
whiternetal bearing.
The salient feature of a whiternetal or babbitted bearing are conforma(please turn lo page 50)
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Keeping Classics Alive...
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Wnchendon, MA
508-297-3105
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Attention to Detail
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Panel Beater
CertiEed Dupont Refinisher
CAROLPER Collision
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Repair System
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including complete driveline
and chassis repair.
Comprehensive maintenance
and tuning.
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N O MCF FOR THE STATES
You will see reproduced on the
opposite page a letter from the head
man at Rover, Mr. John Towers. This
was in reply to a plea by our Publicity
Registrar, Richard Liddiclc (and many
others!) for the MGF to be made available in the United States. John
Tower's letter speaks for itself. It just
ain't going to happen so stop dreaming!

launched. British Leyland effectively
abandoned the logo when MG closed
down in 1980 then suddenly realized
later, what a great selling tool they
were giving up. They therefore wrote
to all the British specialists who were
advertising using the logo, to warn
them of improper use.
BMW/Rover have now launched a
wide range of MG regalia to accompany the debut of the MGF and obviously are again getting "antsy" about the
MG octagon appearing without due
permission from Rover.
The advertisers will have to look
out for themselves but maybe editors
of MG club newsletters should consider the foregoing prior to using the logo.
Who knows they may be after U S
next!?

HERITAGE TRACE CERTIFICATES
We like give you this information
every year! If you require full details of
the production of your MGB. Midget or
MG 1 100 from the definitive source the
address to write to with all the details
and numbers of your vehicle is:
Anders D. Clausager
The Archivist, British Motor Heritage
SUNROOFS AND KEYS
The Heritage Centre
Several members have inquired
Banbury Road
about installation and repair of sunGaydon. Warks, CV35 OBJ
roofs especially for the MGB GT. We
United Kingdom
The cost is $40 and in return you have two sources who might be able to
will receive a beautiful certificate help you-one on each coast!
DOMAR ENTERPRISES, 7980
detailing the building of your MG!
Heritage does not accept plastic and Bayberry Road, Jacksonville, Florida,
I've always found it easiest to slip a (800)786-7663import BRITAX sliding
couple of $20 bills in with your request sunroofs.
Bob Heideman who used to head
to ensure speedy action! They will not
Amco before they ceased business
go astray [ assure you!
Official Heritage forms to send for can be contacted at AMCO IPISTALthis certificate are also available from I-ATION CENTER in North Hollywood
the Driuer Editorial Offices on receipt a t [ 3330 Rayrner Street, North
of a S.A.S.E. Anders Clausager will be Hollywood, California, (818)983-0774
the Register's guest at "MC '96", so extension 349, or you can fax him at
bring your certificate along for him to (818)765- 1542.
Ignition and other keys for your
personalize on the reverse! Also your
copy of Anders' great Original MGE MG can be obtained from Pete Groh at
BRITISH METROPOLITAN G TRIbook for him to sign!
UMPH, 9957 Frederick Road, Ellicott
City, Maryland 21042, (410)750THE MG LOCO AND COPYRIGHT
Several advertisers who use the 2352. Pete can supply most Wilrnot
octagonal MG logo in their copy have Breedon keys for the FA, FP, G FS
been written to by Rover Group advis- series early car numbers from the 50s
ing them that their use of the logo, and 60s. He'll need the key number
without permission, has been passed from either your lock or from the build
to the copyright division of Rover for record of the car.
"action"! I recall this happening once
(please turn lo page 42)
before in I981 when the MG Metro was
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Our Ref: JTPASIL.213833

Fmm the ome of the
Chief Eucutive

Mr R G Liddick,
Club Presidem.
MGs of Baltimore Lfd,
7200 Park Drive,
Baltimore. Md. 21234-7023,
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.

30th October 1995

I do appreciarc your leaer of 14th October and the copy of the Washington Times' review
of rhe Mazda Miata.

Since !he announcement and subsequent sales launch of the new MGF in European markets,
we have received numerous enquiries and proposals a b u t the sale of the car in the United
States. We are, of course, very conscious of h e high level of interest in b t h the new car
and its heritage in America. May I explain why, at presem. we have no plans to reintroduce the marque &ere.

Fuodamencally, we do not believe lbat it would be commercially sensible - for potential
dealers, or for the company itself - lo c r a t e a brand new distribution network on the basis
of a single product. or to imur the p o t e d y massive marketing communication costs that
would be essential.
Whjlst we have a well-established network of Range Rover dealerships already in place, these
are very much dedicated four-wheel drive specialist operations; it would lherefore be quite

inappropriate to "add on" a spom car franchise which, by irs narure, would require distinct
selling and servicing expertise.

Nevenheless, please be assured that Rover is committed to a return to the American market
in the medium term. when it has a portfolio of producu which would olfer a viable franchise
and a cost-effective b u s h e s oppormnity. By thar token, we would never rule out the
possibility, nor even Lhe probability. of the return of MG.

Your interest is most welcome aad I am grateful for the Nppon from y w and the members
of the MG Club. Please do enemd lo them my very best wishes.
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1996 MGB TECHNICAL SEMINARS
Once again, University Motors is
offering their two-three day weekend
courses to cover all MG modets 19451980. One 3 day seminar will be dedicated to MGB restoration! All courses
are $1 75.00. Weekend seminars

ADVERTISING rN THE MGB DRIVER?
All our valued advertisers and correspondents please note that our NEW
Advertising Coordinator is:
Ian Pender
177 Paxson Avenue
Hamilton Square, N J 08690
Phone-(609) 890-2959
Fax-(609)890-926 1
Please do not send any future
advertising remittances or correspondence to either Jill Lee Jones o r Barby
Hill-Smith. Thank You.
ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND
MILES IN YOUR MGB?
Some of you might have seen
where MG Enthusiast magazine in
England operates a "100,000" Mile
Club and awards certificates for those
MGBs and Midgets reaching such a
venerable mileage. At least two of our
Register members' cars have been
featured in this ongoing series and
both Richard Miller and Philip Morgan
have received their certificates.
It is an idea which the North
Amerjcan MGB Register Committee
feel well worth adopting, so we have
pleasure in announcing the formation
of the "NAMGBR 100K Mile Club".
Philip Morgan has kindly agreed to be
the Registrar of what will surely be a
unique group of drivers and will award
the certificates to those who successfully qualify.
Please send details of why you
believe your MG qualifies for the 1 OOK
club to Philip at the address below.
Enclose brief details of the type of MG
42

incIude banquet and tech literature.
Call University Motors on (616) 6820800, fax them at (616) 682-080 I , or
e-mail VRHS43A@Prodigy.Com for
more details.

a

model/year/color and also where possible a photograph of the car which
may then be featured in the MGB
Driuer! We are trusting you to be completely honest in your daim a s there is
no way for us to verify the information
you send to us. However, we do feel
that after 33 years there will be quite a
few MGBs out there who qualify for
this unique and distinctive group! Send
your details to;
Rev. Fr. Philip Morgan
P.O. Box 374
705 6th Street
Howe, IN 46746

rp

**35,000 Part Numbers.
**2-Day Ground Shipping.
**5% Off Our Already Low Prices For New Customers.

..

Free Catalogs.
-

In addition to T-shirts. sweatst.
and ballcaps, what other items ot
NAMGBR regalia would you like to see
offered for sale? Would you purchase
such items a s cloisonne pins, coffee
mugs, mouse pads or huggies? Fax or
mail your response to Register headquarters by February 1st. Results will
be published in March/April issue of
the Driver.
. . ......
~..>:

Toll Free

HAPP
1996
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(800) 851-5600
(401 831-8850
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(800) 556-7496
(401) 831-7760
24 Hr. Fax
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Relqing the M e s s n g e !

MGB SPEEDOMETER C R O S S REFERENCE CHART
Orin B. Harding, MGB Registrar

Mark Shoe, Technical Director
Peaclitree MG Registry
eu except
Germany
---

D

o you own a 1970 or newer MGB?
Have you ever gotten in a n d
turned the key thinking all the electrics
are in order and yet, the car won't
start? Well then, let m e RELAY a message to you!
In 1970 and all subsequent years,
in a n attempt to increase the longevity
of their ignition switches, MG added a
relay between the ignition switch and
the starter. In this way the ignition
switch only carried the small amount
of current needed to operate the relay,
with the relay doing the hard work of
operating the starter itself.
You can find your relay located
just behind the fusebox on the right
hand inner fender. It is a small silver
box with four wires plugged individually to its underside. The BLACK wire
goes directly to ground and along with
the WHITE/RED wire from the ignition
switch completes the circuit and energizes the relay. The relay has heavyduty contacts inside which connects
the direct battery current to the large
BROWN/WHITE wire which in turn
energizes the starter.
If you are having a starting problem, first set the handbrake, placing
the car in neutral and chocking the
wheels a s a safety precaution. Then
find the relay. Once found, disconnect
the BROWN and the BROWN/WHlTE
wires and identjfy their position s o you
can replace them properly later. Then
turn on the ignition and "jump" the

MGB DRNER--Jan/Feb '96
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brown wire to the brown/white wire
momentarily! A paper clip will accomplish this but DO NOT touch the paper
clip to anything metal a s sparks may
fly! The MGB should now start, if this
solves your problem all you need is a
new relay!
S o , your car doesn't have a 'silver box' a s a relay, but rather, there
is a small black cylinder with the
same 4 (or 5) colored wires
protruding
from it.
Guess
what? It's
the same
thing! Lucas
.-.
used srweral versions
of relaqrs and thc: later cars, have
these rc3und blac:k cylinders (as well
a s later replacement relays.) Don't
worry, they function and test just the
same.
One last bit of info to RELAY to
you! If yours is a 1977 or later MGB,
you also have a n ignition switch relay.
The s a m e round black relay can be
found in front of the fusebox nearer the
radiator. If your '77 or later MGB will
start, and run while starting but fails to
continue to run when you release the
key, then perform the s a m e test a s
before on the ignition relay. Only this
time "jumper" the wires BEFORE you
start the car. Once you find the car
runs, disconnect the wires to turh off
the engine. The wire colors are the
s a m e now, except the previous
white/red wire is just plain white.
--
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Register member Gary Treston o f Quebec took the first place in the Concours at
the '95 Stowe Britrsh Inuasior~.Shown above is his Brooklands Grecn 1980 MGB.

This 197.5 MG5 was fully restored and then rafped off by the British Sports Car
Club o/ Memphis, Tennessee.

Early 'B Roadsters line up for display at Stowe. Vermonl.

Does this qualify as "Hate"speech?
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AL.1. PUMPED UP. ..
e all know that the air pumps a s AIR PUlMP DISCONKECTED
RPM
BHP
TORQUE ft./lbs.
fitted on 1968 MGBs and
2000 42.5
1 1 1.6
onwards, do a very good job of reduc2500 58.4
122.7
ing exhaust emissions. Unfortunately
3000 71.:
124.1
these units are also unmercifully con3500 82.
123.3
demned because it is perceived that
4000 93.:
122.7
they ate detrimental to engine perfor4500
102
1 19.9
mance. Let me enlighten you further.
For those of you who still have this
unit connected and working, try the
following. Set your engine idle at 900 AIR PUMP CYONNECTED
RPM
BHP
TORQUEft
rpm, remove the air pump to check
2000 42.9
112.7
valve hose and observe what happens
2500
58.4
122.7
to the engine rpm. You should notice a
3000 70.4
123.3
drop of around 100-150 rpm.
3500 81.8
122.7
Reconnecting the hose will bring the
4000 92.6
121.6
engine speed back to 900 rpm. My
4500
13 7.1
100.4
explanation for this is that the air beina
injected into the exhaust port. in the
In summary, the above figures
area of the exhaust valve, causes turbulence which is probably due to the appear to support my original theory
after burning effect of the unburnt fuel. because with the air pump connected,
This turbulence obviously has some we see a small gain in both bhp and
kind of scavenging effect which assists torque readings at 2000 rpm. I believe
the incoming charge, which then that below 2000 rpm these gains
becomes less effective with increasing would be even greater. At 3000 rpm
engine rpm. If anybody out there has a and above w e begin to s e e bhp and
differing explanation a s to why the torque losses, however, in my opinion
engine rpm fluctuates under the above these losses are not significant enough
conditions I would be pleased to hear to be felt by the "seat of the pants"! If
from them. and I would also be inter- you feel that you personally can notice
these bhp and torque differences
ested in other opinions.
Now for those who insist that their under driving conditions, then I've got
engine's performance was better after a job for you, because in all probabilithey removed or disconnected the air ty, you could turn out to be cheaper
pump, I have outlined below a dyno than dyno rental time!
test that was done some time ago
(Doug Jdckson can be fourtd at
showing in reality what happens to
bhp and torque readings under such British A~11omotiue in Nooato,
conditions when using 1%'. H S SU car- California by caliing 4 15-883-7200.) 4
buretors.

W

RESTORATION HOW-TO
BUYERS GUIDES PARTS

I YR $22.95 2 YRS $39.95
(sle) 7 1 0 ~ 1 2FAX
~ (81111710-18n

@

Dunlop
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The Editor's View - Continued from Page 3
and rang m e just to say, "lsn't this
MGBing fun? She goes like a train!".
Moreover, his wife loves it! I hope he
gets a s much enjoyment out of that 'B
a s we did and I feel positive that Stuart
is going to "B" a real driver! Watch out
for him at "MG '96"!!
Me? I'm back to where I started all
those years ago with a Tartan Red, '64
MGB, reliving those times of the sixties, when the Beatles were just anoth-

er ballroom band in England and
flower power was just around the corner. Those days are long gone but a s
the song says. "They can't take that
away from me" and I don't suppose
they'll ever take away my memories of
the Inca MGB!
Fasten those belts! You're too precious to lose a s a member! .Q

uale E. Moo

-

The Chairman's Chat - Continued from page G
year. Make the MGB Driver more personalized for YOU! Remember you can
also publicize upcoming events in the
Where to 'B section of the Driver by
advising us well in advance of the
date.

7823 Loisdale Road Springfield,Vil.gi11ia22150 703.550.0234

"Fast Forward!

6 rnie

Please s e e page 4 2 for the
Position.

a

DISPLAY YOUR PRIDE OF OWNERSHIP
WITH A HAND MADE WELCOME S16A FOR YOUR HOME!

PO[/

Requiem for Vandervell Bearings - Continued fmm Page 38
bility and imbedibi Iity. lmbe!dibility is
a n excellent feat1ure in aI bearing
designed for farm *r-,.+,.rr
r l a L r u l 2 or earth
moving equipment and certainly wellsuited to the bypass oiling system of
the infant "B"-series engine a s fitted to
the Austin A40 from about 1947
through 1953. However, this type of
bearing is really not s o hot for an
engine where ALL of the oil passes
through the oil filter. If you are the
lucky owner of a 1622cc engined car
you can thank your lucky stars for the
Datsun 410 Sedan. Your main bearings are of the reticular tin aluminum
variety a s fitted to the Datsun engine.
By the way, The rationalized connecting rod bearings for all MGAs and
three main bearing MGBs, are trimetal.
My research has also extended to
the Spridget, big Healey (slight advantage Glacier), and Jaguar bearings, but

I'll save that for another time. Here in
our shop we've mostly gone over to AE
Glacier bearings because of the good
availability of all sizes standard through
+.030" and the pretty red packaging!
For a period of time the Repco
bearings available here were white
boxed which could be something of a
marketing liability and furthermore
some white box Repco bearings were
actually King bearings, made in Israel,
reputedly on Vandervell tooling.
White boxes notwithstanding,
both my MGA and my MGB run on
Repco bearings (and pistons too). and
the family Volvo shopping basket has
11 years continuous running time on
its Repco'cised engine!
My grateful thanks go to Roger
Burton at ITM for confirming the cataloged information on Repco engine
bearings. Q

BRITISH PARTS DIRECT has formed VINTAGE MG RACING SERVICES to
salisfy the increasing needs of the MG Vintage enthusiast. We have successfully
sourced from all cornersof the U.K. an exclusive range of pans to helpwilh race
preparation and maintenance of MGA's, MGB's and Midgets too!
Hems rangingfrom full motors in variousstatesof tune, tothe leather bonnett hold
down straps. In stock at all times are pistons, cams, carbs, headers, CIR - SIC
gear sets, LSD units, minitiie wheels, 010 & WO, race tyres, suspension parts,
uprald shocks, springs, brake pads, etc. Pleasecall with your requirementsand
we'll offer our own racing experience 8 knowledge.

c u l mCAB W A O € P

W

C

m P r n CATMOQ

CRESWELL, OR 97426
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Refinishing
Interiors

Rust Repai
Meclianica

I

COMPLETE AIR PUMP
RESTORATION
MGC-FVIGBtMIlXET & SPRITE
MIKE 0I;MSCHEID
916-923-0240
4848 DRY CREEK RD.
SACRAMENT0,CA. 95838

British Restorations
MG

Triumph

Austin-Healey

Tom Dicker~on
335 Holland Drive

Jaguar

704-872-4292
Statesville, NC 28677

@

COMPLETE PARTS RND SERVICE
TECH INFO AND PARTS FOR MGB V-8 CONV

MGB V-8

Towery Foreign Car

STAINLESS
STEEL
MUFFLER
CORP.

SPECIALIZING IN BR'TISY VEHICLES

GLENN TOWERY - 302-738-1243

MG

SUNBEAM

AUSTIN

TRIUMPH AYY AND ALL

LOCATED DELAWARE
AIRPARK. CHESWOLD.
MAIL TO. P 0 BOX 354. CHESWOLD. DELAWARE

Tel: (905)792-7770
F a : (905)792-3673

DE

I9936
* *.

-

-

Tech Talk
by Notman Nock

I hnvr been writing technical artkles for British car clubs for
over 15 years, and afier numewrrs requests I have

Modifications &
Recommendations for:
BRAKES
ENGINES
SUSPENSIONS

gathered them together along rojth factory
nc)rnlml service bulkfim, rfca1I c~mpaign
bulletins and some aezler bcfor~published
articles related t o 1M.G. and had
their1 spiral bound in book form.
Send $30.00 plus 54.00 Shipping
1U.S. Fundrl

British @r/$n'a/&s
EsllDTUICd

1

21 Pamaron Way

52

Unit

I

Novato

California 94949

2060 N. Wllson Way, Dept MGB. Stochon, CA 95205 209 1948-8767
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MGB
PARTS
NEW & USED

Taos Garage

+ Brake cyl~nderscompletely
rehu~ltand sleeved.
+ Lietunc b t e d Wmanty

\

PIaaSecoll us TIOW for more ~ly'omm~ion
Whlte Post Restomtiom
e Old Car Drwe

* Whre Post, VA 22663

DON AND CAROL TYRACK
206 ATRISCO S.W.
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87105

Connell's
MG Service

1

(505)836-4141
FAX (505)836-4637

JOE CURT0 INC.
Specializing in S.U Carburetors
and ~YitishCar Parts
22-09 126th St.
College Point, NY 11356

GENUINE

6667 East 38th Street
Indianapolis, IN 46226
Phone: 317 1545-6108

718-762-SUSU

I

Bob Connell

SPARES

I

FAX: 718-762-6287

Be/"ms

.LOADERS

TRACTORS NEW & USED

*hfOhWS

T
;

I BRITISH T'SHOP INC. I

MG COSAS
PARTS BUY SELL TRADE

MG, TRIUMPH, N R , JAGUAR
* S W S *SERVICE *PARTS

JIM & ESTHER UDKLER
OWNERS

(762-7878)

24027 CROSSLAND
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78264

MGB DRIVER-JanFeb

TOM & JOYCE LaMARCHE
165 ROUTE 82
OAKDALE. CT 06370

(203) 889-0178
'96
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D AND R ENTERPRISES

@*
-

IMWRTERS RETALERSOF FINE BRtTlSH
SWRTS AND RACING CAR MODEL KrrS

Yd HAVENI AVE.

OBERTS
IDENT

ROSS W. WHITAKER
OWNER

4N CITY, N.J. 08225

I
;yc

Extensive Inventory
New 8 Used Parts
Repairs 8. Restoration
Wanted - British Cars
Any Condition
*Call For Catalog 1 Daily UPS

MG Bits & Spares
P.O. Box 864
Jonesboro, AR 72401
(501) 932-7150
Complete Range of parts
MG

TOLL FREE ORDER PHONE

TR

AH

JAG

1-800-643-3482

--

1

--

-

Rob Medynski

15 yn.
Experience

1650 Mansfield Street, Santa CNZ,CA 95062
D

m Dunw
8-

-

(408) 679-4495 information, orders
(800) WIRE-WHEEL - to rquesr tree catalogs

NEW WIRE WHEELS
Custom offsek, dm s~zes,tubelsss
Vlnlage racing Wplicat~ns
Conversrons to wlre wheels

Repairs & Restorations of Classic MGs from 1945
New & Used ParfsAvailable
(201)-728-3096
1577 Macopin Rd.
West Milford, NJ 07480
I

'xlis'a
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r

r x

rll-ni-

9278 Old East Tvbum Road
~orrisville,PA 39067
(215) 736-9300
FAX (215 ) 736-3089

*rn

irrrr.

WIRE WHEEL RESTORATION,
RECONDITIONING& TRUING

$35.00
per hr.
w

x

-

n

"

7
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MINI UTE

MlNlllTE REPRODUCTION - 15x6"
TIRES & TUBES

-

Awn Dunlop M~chelln
BF Goodrlch etc.
Whitewalls 6.Redwalls added

SPUNED WB$ KNO-

WMERS

'

The Marketplace of the North ~ m k r i c a nMGB Register
Ads in this section are FREE to individual MGB Register members in good
standing-please no business or commercial ads. Send ad copy with name,
address, phone number and membership number to P.O. Box 2645, Goleta, CA
931 3 7. Ads only accepted in writing. Business or other ads by arrangement with
Ian Pender, Advertising Coordinator (see inside front cover). All ads must be
received by the 1st of the month prior to publication for inclusion. (i.e.
MarchIApril issue deadline is February 1st.) Ads will be run for two (2) issues,
space allowing. The Register retains the right to refuse any ad it deems unacceptable. The originating state is shown at the end of each ad.

MGs FOR SALE
Two 1963 MGB Roadsters-One rolling bodyshell rust free, second car rusty
but complete, together will make one perfect restoration Mkl. $2,000.
(914)226-4875. NY
1966 MGB Roadster-Tartan Red, wires, new chrome grille and bumpers. LH
overdrive, Sony r/cass, new Michelins, speed0 reads 56K. Restored, beautiful
and dependable. $10,500, (508)526-7611, MA
1969 MGC Roadster-Complete, but apart. Body has good floors, but needs
the 'usual'. $2.000 firm or exchange for pre-69 Triumph twin, plus or minus
dollars? (518)370-2164, NY
1977 MGB V8-3.5 Rover, Holley. SD-1 gearbox. Mini-lites, tan leather interior, chrome bumpers, factory hardtop. Tahiti Blue, excellent condition. 49,500
miles. $12,500. (517)486-2268. MI
1958 MGA Coupe-1500 Mkl, Old English White and an older restoration.
Excellent mechanicals and no rust. Needs a good MG home and some TLC!
NAMGAR $4466, asking $9000. (503)667-2866, OR

OTHER BRITISH CARS FOR SALE
1972 Triumph GT6-Ran great before being taken apart for restoration! $300 of
new parts, good project car. $700. (815)288-1649(w),(815)288-1225(h), IL

PARTS FOR SALE
MGB t r a n s 4 speed with synchro and overdrive. $450. (508)526-7611, MA
Sidedraft Weber Kit for MGB-$250 plus postage; Putl-handle type doors for
early MGB-$50 each plus shipping; Top frame, stows in trunk for early
MGB-$50 plus shipping; Numerous other parts available, call for information.
(615)648-1489, TN
1969 MGB transmission (non-O/D), clean and in excellent condition-$1 50.
(518)370-2164, NY
MG literature, magazines, old Octagons for sale to fund purchase of MGB.
Loaded with information, restoration and maintenance tips. Send 32 cent
stamp for list to J. Roth, 5015 Tristam Court, Fort Wayne, 1N 46815.

PARTS WANTED
Autumn Leaf Left and Right seals for rear 1/4 light window on an MGB GT.
Would prefer new old stock or like new used. (803)485-4445 (W), (803)4852721 (H), SC 4
58
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~orthcomingEvents of Interest to MGB Drivers
Please check for up to date information before departing to the meet. The
Register encourages local groups and clubs to submit their MG events to MGB
Driver. Information must include, date, location, and contact phone number.
Please submit events at least 2 months in advance to the Editor, P.O. Box
2645, Goleta, CA 931 17.

MAJORMG EVENTS FOR 1996
March 23-24, Missouri Endurance Rally, St. Louis, MO, (314)725-2892
March 23, New Orleans British Car Day, New Orleans, !.A, (504)443-5056
April 13-16, Classic Car Rally. Carmel CA, (408)624-1581, Ext. 127
April 19-20, GOF South, Crystal River, FL, (813)367-2929
April 21, British Sportscar Show and Swap Meet, Ancaster. Canada,
(905)957-2429

April 26-28, NAMGBR North/South Regional Convention,
Santa Maria, CA, ( 8 0 5 ) 7 3 6 - 6 3 6 2
April 27, BRITFEST All British Show, Moss Motors, Dover, N J , (201)361-9358
May 4, British Car Gathering, Townsend, TN, (423)984-8711
May 4, Annual Mayfest, St. Louis. (314)776-5802
May 19, All British Show and Swap, Dixon,CA, (916)783-7375
May 19, All British Meet, Richmond, VA, (804)758-2753
May 24-26, Champagne British Car Festival, Charnpaign,lL, (21 7)469-2007
June 2, Red Mill British Car Day, Clinton,NJ, (908)735-5417
June 7-9, MG Heartland Regional, [ndependence, MO,(816)356-6053

J u n e 27-30,"MG '96"A11 MG Meet, Indianapolis, IN,
(800)626-427
1
July 18-20, Moss Motors British Car FestivaL, Buellton, €A, (800)235-6953
July 21, Tea at the Viacarage, Howe, IN, (219)562-2703
Aug 16-18, University Motors Summer Party, Grand Rapids, MI, (616)682-0800
Aug 25, A Taste of Britain, Rothsville, PA, (717)548-3478
Sept 14-15, Colorado Conclave. Arvarda, CO, (303)755-1399
Sept 21, All British Day, Green Country, OK, (918)455-8993
Sept 21, All British Car Day, St. Louis, MO, (314)939-9338
Oct 6, San Diego British Car Day, Del Mar, CA, (619)422-2794
Oct 7 8-20, British Car Gathering, Charlotte, NC, (91 0)996-3825
Oct 19, Fallfest All British Show, Moss Motors, Dover, N J , (513)599-3628

MC ORGANIZATIONS FOR OTHER MODELS OR TYPES
Got an MG other than a 'B, Midget, or MG 11 00/1300? In the spirit of octagonal cooperation bebeen North American Clubs we list below some other clubs
YOU might wish to write to.
For T-Series MGs: New England MGT Register, Drawer 220, Oneonta, NY 13820
For MGAs: North American MGA Register, 13420 Summit Hills Road,
Albuquerque, NM 871 12
For MGCs: North American MGC Register, 34 Park Avenue, Asheville, NC,
28803-2056

This is
the last MGB
ad you'll
Its leaend WIU live on. All of the fun and all of the thunder
will cnaure in .kt. hearts ol p e ~ p l ewho 1o.i~sporls
moror!ng When tne present very l~rn~red
supply o! :283'
model MGB convertibles is aone. it's crone forever.
Which ineans ihal a c12sic ~rlvestmenlopponunlly wll
van~shtoo For, over the years, early models of 1 . b great
sports car marque-the MG TC and TD-have proven to
increase substantially in value But whether you see
Investment o p p o m t y , or the chance toown
a rare and hghly entertauung convertible,
hurry Its your last chance to own an MG, the
sportscar America loved first See the Yellow
Pagesfor your nearest MGdealer

I

